
Elizabeth Lee 

Statement on Writing Poetry 

In 1999, I went to China with a small group of students from the National University of Natural 
Medicine, (Portland, Oregon) to learn about the ancient healing art of poetry.  

At the time, I was a poor, starving artist working at a women’s dress boutique in Portland to 
make ends meet and writing poetry at night. For whatever reason, I had reached the end of my patience 
with that part-time job and was dialing want-ad numbers. Somehow, I dialed the wrong number, and 
the message on the other end of the phone said, “If you’re interested in our healing arts pilgrimage to 
China, please leave a message.” So, I did.  

When the leader of the group, Heiner Fruehauf, PhD, Lac, from the National University of 
Natural Medicine, called me back, I asked if he knew about the Chinese tradition of the healing art of 
poetry. He was familiar with it.  So, I audaciously asked if there was any way to integrate my curiosity 
about the healing art of poetry into the program. He was confident it was possible and assured me that 
we would be meeting some of the most revered and frankly ancient minds of the Chinese healing arts, 
including a Master qualified in ancient poetry. So, I kept my boutique job, lived with a friend to save 
money and then off I went.  

Of course, unlike the other medical students, I had no idea what a pancreas was or any of the 
herbs and certainly not familiar with where the body’s energy system pathways were. I had come from a 
liberal and fine arts education background. So yes, I was and odd-ball out. But each time we hiked into 
the next destination, and met our new instructors, Dr. Fruehauf would introduce me and my unlikely 
story. And without fail, the ancient, crinkly-faced Chinese people would get a wonder-struck look in their 
face and say something in Chinese that meant “fated”.  

After weeks of listening to fascinating medical lectures, and as many days practicing Chinese 
exercises morning and night, my moment came. I say my moment because that’s literally what it was. 
Dr. Fruehauf brought us step-by-step to an ancient monastery deep within the walkable wilds of China. 
One night, a handful of us sat out on a rickety wooden patio, hanging dangerously above a valley in the 
pitch-black, star-lit night. There, by a dim lantern, we were introduced to an ancient Master who taught 
us meditation. Afterwards, Heiner turned to him and pointing at me, said this is the student who wants 
to learn the healing art of poetry. 

Suddenly, the gravity of my intentions hit me like the cartoon ACME case that squishes Wiley 
Coyote every time. But my darn curiosity bolstered my courage and focused my attention.  I leaned into 
what I thought may be the beginning of a deep course in poetic magic. But to my surprise, the ancient 
one spoke directly to me through our interpreter and said only two things. With a quiet, slow, voice as 
though he was never going to repeat it if I don’t hear it the first time, he said,  “You won’t get there 
without meditation” and “When you know which comes first:  the black bird or the thought of the black 
bird, then you will be close.” 



That was it. My savings was gone and to my parent’s chagrin, the whole trip seemed like a rip-
off in their minds. But, for me, it was like a key went directly into my heart and turned. I had just 
received what I needed. It wasn’t easy, but it was simple. And for the next twenty years, I dug my focus 
into meditation sincerely seeking that darn black bird! I kept my pen close to the process the entire time 
and recorded countless pages like a court stenographer.  

Eventually, I got to know the black bird and the thought of the black bird. Now I understood that 
thought precedes form. Beyond this, I leaned into who I am and who the “I am” is that precedes me in 
thought. On this edge of self- knowing, mixed with the chaotic conditions of modern life, I fell into a 
meditative pool of love. That is the best way I can describe it. It’s like trying to describe what it feels like 
to fall asleep. Everyone experiences it differently, but my poetry comes from a place in me, before 
thought and form, where my compassion meets with unconditional love. If this is somehow healing to 
others, then we can all be grateful to the ancient one in China who only said, “Look within.” 

 

P.S. Coincidently, when I arrived home from the pilgrimage to China, there in my mail box, was my first 
notification of a poem published from my Chapbook titled Spring Poems 1999. I didn’t think of its 
significance, yet, as with any history, over the distance of time we gain perspective.  

This is the poem. 

 

Any Town 
 
In any town,  
occasionally bells will sound.  
Stepping in echoes along streets, rounding corners,  
bouncing from buildings,  
sinking into heads and ears.  
Remember, remember  
today or softly woken yesteryear. Bells speak like senile old men  
repeating stories word for word. Memories fond unfolded  
passing in long sighs  
marked with private chuckles.  
Ringing with the passing years  
like bells that toll at noon time. 

 

 

 

 


